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Abstract
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Users’ demands for high-quality and timely information are putting businesses under the continuous pressure of enhancing their know-how, reviewing their policies, and adapting their ways of doing. This pressure leads also to the necessity of reducing expenses, increasing revenues, and generating profits. This requires quick reaction to the market’s trends, quick handling of users’ needs, and last but not least quick understanding of forthcoming challenges. A strategy that could enable businesses to firstly cope with such a pressure, secondly meet all these requirements, and thirdly remain competitive is to identify peers, sometimes competitive, for potential partnership. This strategy is about merging, connecting, and sometimes re-engineering business processes. This results in what is usually known as Business-to-Business (B2B) applications.
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This paper presents a Web services-based framework for modeling Business-to-Business (B2B) applications. This framework consists of three levels namely strategic, application, and resource, with focus here on the first two levels. The strategic level is about the common vision that independent businesses define as part of their decision to join forces. And the application level is about the business processes that get virtually integrated as result of this common vision. To implement the strategic and application levels, this paper leverages from our earlier two projects referred to as Context-Aware Web Services and Coordination Model for Web Services, respectively. Hence in line with these projects we model B2B applications as context-aware Web services. Context-based modeling is used for modeling and tracking interactions among B2B applications, with emphasis on how conflicts among the applications are identified and managed. The application of our framework to a B2B scenario relies on a casestudy from the purchasing domain. We also present a prototype implementation of our framework on this domain. Keywords. B2B, Context, Coordination, Web service.



In this paper, we aim at proposing a framework to model and deploy B2B applications using Web services. The design and specification of this framework take advantage of our previous findings on Web services along the following research thrusts: context-aware composition, personalization, view-based tracking, policy-based management, and semantic mediation [5, 6, 7, 8]. On one hand, modeling in the framework means showing all the necessary components that connect assets of the independent businesses that are engaged in B2B applications. Samples of assets include data, processes, software, and hardware. On another hand, deploying in the framework means depicting all the necessary technologies that make the connection of these assets happen effectively. Samples of technologies include objectoriented middleware, Web services, and security protocols. B2B applications, also, stress the heterogeneity and distribution issues that need to be dealt with. Participants in different locations and at different periods of time are called to collaborate on joint initiatives.
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Figure 1. The three-level framework Fig. 1 shows the three-level framework we propose to model and deploy B2B applications. We refer to the three levels by resource, application, and strategic. They are connected through rely-on and deployed-on-top relations. These three levels represent the way businesses generally operate: the strategic level sets the objectives to reach, the application level sets the automatic and manual processes that permit fulfilling these objectives, and the resource level sets the appropriate facilities that are required to handle the performance of these processes. Still in Fig. 1, rely-on re-



lation is about mapping the business objectives onto concrete system applications; while deployed-on-top relation is about performing these system applications’ processes subject to resource availabilities. The above description of Fig. 1 has so far highlighted the two-vertical relations that link the three-independent levels. This linkage happens within the boundaries of the same business. The following description concerns the horizontal relations that link similar levels but belonging to independent businesses. This time the linkage spreads over the boundaries of these businesses. We refer to the horizontal relations by interconnectivity, composition, and collaboration. Underneath the name of each horizontal relation in Fig. 1, an example of issue to address in a B2B application is shown for illustration purposes. More details on the multiple issues per horizontal relation are discussed later. Collaboration relation bridges the strategic levels and focusses on how businesses adapt their strategic goals and plans so, these businesses can now reach the new goals that result out of their decision of partnership. Composition relation bridges the application levels and focusses on how new business processes are developed, either from scratch or after re-engineering the existing processes. This development needs to be inline with the new strategies of businesses. The performance of these processes will now spread over these businesses’ initial boundaries. That was not the case prior to agreeing on partnership. Finally, interconnectivity relation bridges the resource levels and focusses on the logical and physical means that make the performance of business processes happen despite distribution and heterogeneity constraints. These means could concern data transmissions, networking protocols, security mechanisms, backup approaches, etc. Collaboration, composition, and interconnectivity relations constitute the core elements we aim at investigating in a B2B application. This investigation focusses on how these relations are defined, how the issues that go along with these relations are addressed, how these relations are mapped onto appropriate software solutions, and how businesses handle the additional overload of these relations. Before we introduce our framework, we define some of the core concepts that contribute to define it. B2B application as a set of business processes that engage several organizations in collaboration. Business processes are modeled as context-aware Web services. A Web service is a ”software application identified by a URI, whose interfaces and binding are capable of being defined, described, and discovered by XML artifacts and supports direct interactions with other software applications using XML-based messages via Internet-based applications” (W3C). Context is ”not simply the state of a predefined environment with a fixed set of interaction resources. It is part of a process of interacting with an ever-changing environment com-



posed of reconfigurable, migratory, distributed, and multiscale resources” [1]. Finally, semantic mediation [10] permits to agree on the possible structure and meaning of the data that software application (implement business processes) request and provide mutually. Our aim in this paper is to provide a broad overview of the challenges related to B2B application development. To this end, we suggest some guidelines and put forward some solutions to face these challenges. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the framework for modeling B2B applications. An example illustrating a B2B application is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses how this framework is applied using some of our previous research projects’ findings. Section 5 describes a prototype implementation. Section 6 draws our conclusions and sets some guidelines for future research.



2. The framework for B2B applications 2.1. Level description The resource level is decomposed into logical and physical parts. The logical part concerns the data that a business owns and manages as part of its day-to-day activities. Multiple types of data exist and depend on the core domain of a business such as banking, real estate, etc. The logical part in the resource level includes also software resources such as operating systems, database management systems, etc. Finally, the physical part in the resource level is about the hardware platforms that are deployed and connected through networks such as terminals, servers, routers, etc. The application level is about the software applications that businesses operate. These applications implement business processes, are of different types, and are either generic, such as word processing and spreadsheet, or specialized, such as supply chain management and shipment tracking. Software applications use the logical and physical means of the resource level during regular operation like data management, data transfer between remote sites, data accesscontrols, etc. The strategic level is about the planning and decisionmaking mechanisms that underpin a business development and growth. These mechanisms rely on the application level in order to feed them with up-to-date information, which permits monitoring the execution progress of the various processes. Information is the result of processing data of the resource level using the software applications of the application level. At the strategic level information for decision makers is usually aggregated so, a complete view of the status of the business is made available. Our 3-level description is similar to the one reported in [13], which consists of strategic, operational, and service levels. But, for ease of exposition, we subsumed the latter



2.2. Relation description



3. A B2B running example To illustrate a B2B application, our running example concerns a simplified version of an online purchase-
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Fig. 1 shows vertical and horizontal relations. In a B2B application, the focus is on horizontal relations; they permit connecting independent businesses at the resource, application, and strategic levels. Interconnectivity relation allows data to flow freely and securely between businesses and software resources to trigger each other without restrictions. These resources act like they are part of the same network. Examples of issues that fall under interconnectivity relation are compatibility and accessibility. For instance, communication protocols are not compatible, and some critical hardware resources cannot be made accessible to the external environment. Composition relation targets the application level and shows how business processes through their associated software applications get ”virtually” integrated. We suggest using Web services to let this integration occur, as per [14]. An application could be associated with a single Web service although this association is not always one-to-one. Several applications could be gathered into one Web service and one application could be associated with several Web services. To support the association exercise between applications and Web services, some sort of assistance reflected for example with the Web services design & development method of Maamar et al. [4] could be provided to system developers. Web services can also be composed into highlevel business processes known as composite Web services. Composition makes several software applications collaborate through their respective Web services without being subject to any functional or structural changes. Examples of issues that fall under composition relation are lack of common semantics and missing functionality. For instance, information exchanged is not semantically understood by all applications, and a required functionality is not offered by any application. Collaboration relation targets the strategic level and emphasizes the mechanisms that need to be set up for coordinating the new B2B processes. These latter result from composing software applications, stretch beyond businesses’ boundaries, and have to take into account the requirements and limitations of the resource and application levels of each business. Examples of issues that fall under collaboration relation are policy conflict and absence of consensus. For instance, policies of businesses are in contradiction, and some core business policies cannot be easily re-engineered.



order scenario. Examples of applications that could take over the implementation of this scenario are suggested as well. It is assumed that these applications belong to independent bodies. In this scenario, a customer places an order for a variety of products via Customer-App. Based on this order, Customer-App obtains details on the customer’s previous purchase history from CRM-App (CRM standing for Customer Relationship Management). Afterwards Customer-App forwards these details to Billing-App, which calculates the customer’s bill based on his purchase history details (e.g., whether eligible for reward points, discounts, etc.) and sends the bill out to CRM-App. This latter prepares the detailed purchase order based on the bill and sends it out to Inv-Mgmt-App (standing for Inventory Management) for order fulfillment. For those products that are in stock, Inv-Mgmt-App sends a shipment request out to Shipper-App, which is now in charge of delivering the products to the customer. For those not in stock, Inv-Mgmt-App sends a supply message out to the requisite Supplier-App, which provides the products to Shipper-App for subsequent shipment to the customer.
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Figure 2. Specification of purchase-order scenario From a B2B perspective, the above scenario, albeit highly simplified, shows how many different businesses need to collaborate in order to fulfill customers’ needs, as per the three horizontal relations of Fig. 1. First, during collaboration, businesses need to express their willingness to participate in joint operations by reviewing some of their internal business processes or making some of these internal business processes accessible to other peers. For example, suppliers agree on letting some businesses consult their inventories. Second, during composition, businesses need to develop joint operations that will involve their respective as well as peers’ applications. These operations will spread over businesses’ boundaries at run-time. For example, Inv-Mgmt-App needs to coordinate with Supplier-App and Shipper-App to ensure that the products are delivered to the customer. Finally, during interconnectivity, businesses need to ensure that data flow between their respective applications regardless of the implementation technologies each business uses. For example, customer-related data that flow between CRM-App and Billing-App, need to be understandable by all these respective applications. Additionally, interface protocols used



by these applications should be compatible with one another. For example, if CRM-App required an acknowledgement for every message it sends out, then Customer-App should have acknowledgement transmission as part of its own interface protocol.



4. The framework for B2B scenarios in use The proposed framework to model B2B application integrates collaboration, composition, and interconnectivity relations. Hereafter we only focus on the first two relations. To this purpose, in this paper, we leverage our specific research projects that concretize these relations.
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To develop a B2B application from a composition perspective, we propose using Web services. For the needs of this paper, we present the Context-Aware Web Services (CAWS) project [7]. Context “... is not simply the state of a predefined environment with a fixed set of interaction resources. It is part of a process of interacting with an ever-changing environment composed of reconfigurable, migratory, distributed, and multiscale resources” [1]. The use of context supports the promotion of a Web service from the level of passive component to the level of active component. Such a Web service can assess the environment in which it evolves, can take actions upon this assessment, and can react to the events that occur in the environment. To achieve context-aware Web services, the CAWS project puts forward the Web services instantiation principle [7]. The principle is about creating Web services of type instance from Web services of type root. Web service instances have a similar relation to Web service roots as objects to classes. The instantiation operation is triggered each time a Web service root receives an invitation to participate in a composition. In order to model the interactions among context-aware Web services, we define contextual information at three levels. The C-context of a composite Web service is built upon the I-contexts of its component Web service instances and permits overseeing the progress of the specification of this composite Web service. C-context contains information such as previous Web service instances, current Web service instances, next Web service instances, begin time, status per Web service instance, and date. The W-context of a Web service root returns details on the participations of this Web service in different compositions through the multiple Web service instances it deploys. W-context contains information such as number of Web service instances allowed, number of Web service instances running, next Web service instance availability, status per Web service instance per composite Web service, and date. The I-context of a Web ser-



vice instance returns details on the participation of this Web service instance in a specific composite Web service. Icontext contains information such as status, previous Web service instances, next Web service instances, regular actions, begin-time, end-time (expected & effective), reasons of failure, corrective actions, and date. There are different specification techniques for modeling Web services, that vary from conceptual like service chart diagrams and Petri Nets, to concrete like WSFL [3] and BPEL [2]. When a user triggers a composite Web service, its respective C-context gets created. The purpose is to track the deployment of this composite Web service by for example identifying the next component Web services to select according to their functionalities. Afterwards, the composite Web service invites Web service roots for composition. Since a Web service root can participate in multiple compositions, it needs to track all the Web service instances it deploys and assigns to composite Web services. Once again, this tracking is done using W-context. The content of I-contexts feeds the content of W-contexts with various details including the current state of a Web service instance, the resumption time of a Web service-instance execution after suspension, and the completion time of a Web serviceinstance execution. The application of the CAWS project’s concepts and operations to the purchase-order scenario results in identifying six Web services all classified as root (Fig. 3): Customer WS, CRM WS, Billing WS, Inv-Mgmt WS, Shipper WS, and Supplier WS. Each Web service root corresponds to a specific software application that was shown in Fig. 2, although there are cases where mapping application onto Web service is not always one-to-one. An application could be exposed through several Web services. The role of a Web service root is to expose an application’s functionalities so, these functionalities become available to other applications during a B2B application development. In Fig. 3 (which does not show all the participating Web service instances), upon participation acceptance of a Web service root in a composite Web service, a Web service instance is deployed and will be responsible for first, directing requests to its respective software application and second, returning back responses to appropriate requestors.



4.2. The Web services coordination-model project for collaboration To develop a B2B application from a collaboration perspective, we suggest working on the coordination mechanisms that make software applications, represented now as Web services, of the application level collaborate during these application executions. These Web services are identified at the composition level, as per Section 4.1. For
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Figure 3. Application of the CAWS approach



the needs of this paper, we present the Coordination Model for Web Services (CMWS) project [9]. Coordination’s role is to solve conflicts between components like software agents, Web services, etc. Such a coordination model can be described using current Web service description languages such as WSDL if the Web service’s operations list is expanded to include coordination operations. Depending on the type of conflict, a centralized or distributed form of coordination is adopted. Readers are referred to [9] for the pros and cons of both forms of coordination. Coordination ensures that Web services’ actions and exceptions are performed and handled in a coherent and proper way, respectively. Fig. 4 illustrates the model we developed for Web services coordination in the CMWS project [9]. The model consists of three interconnected blocks: conflict, exception, and management, which are connected through awareness, handling, and monitoring relationships. Monitoring
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Figure 4. The CMWS general approach The conflict block is about the problems that preclude the normal operation of Web services, as per a composition specification (Fig. 2). The first action to carry out in this block, is conflict-detection, which ensures that a conflict is identified for corrective action. A conflict manifests itself as a mismatch between a Web service instance and its succeeding Web service instances in the composition. This mismatch occurs when the data of a sender Web service instance does not match the data that a recipient Web service instance expects. The recipient Web service instance then detects this conflict and informs the following: its Web service root, the composite Web service, and the sender Web service instance. An example of conflict is shipping-scheduling between Inv-Mgmt-WSinstance and Shipper-WSinstance , when the products are not shipped to the customer on time. This



is represented by a mismatch between the expected execution time of Shipper-WSinstance, and its actual execution time, which may be delayed due to this conflict. (How the conflict detection actually happens is out of scope of this paper.) The second action to carry out in the conflict block, is conflict-classification. It categorizes the conflict along three dimensions, which we discuss below. This classification is done by the composite Web service, upon examination of the conflict information submitted by all the Web service instances aware of the conflict. Because a conflict gets reported by several, independent Web service instances, the composite Web service can check the veracity of the conflict by comparing these Web service instances’ inputs. The first dimension in conflict classification is CON FLICT TYPE , which identifies the conflict based on the arguments in the I-contexts of the Web service instances in conflict. An example of conflict type is the shipping scheduling conflict discussed earlier, since it manifests itself via concurrent shipment bookings. That is, if the shipment of the products that is in charge of Shipper-WSinstance got delayed, this would interfere with another shipment request (for another customer), which was scheduled at that time. The second dimension, CONFLICT ORIGIN, identifies the actual cause of the conflict as per the three levels in the B2B framework, and is determined by the composite Web service. For example, the shipping scheduling conflict could have originated at the resource level, due to insufficient trucks being available. Alternatively, it could have originated at the strategic level, if the shipper had changed its policy regarding the availability of trucks. Conflict origins at the application and strategic levels are obtained from C- context, whereas those at the resource level are obtained from the I-contexts of the Web service instances in conflict. The third dimension, CONFLICT IM PACT , identifies the side-effects of the conflict on all the participating Web service instances including those that are unaware of the conflict and might not be affected. Affected Web service instances of the Web service instance reporting the conflict can be determined via graph-based approaches as described in [11]. We identify two types of impact local and global. Conflicts with local impact affect only those Web service instances in conflict. For example, the shipping scheduling conflict reported above, would affect only Shipper-WSinstance and Inv-Mgmt-WSinstance. Conflicts with global impact would impact, in addition, other Web service instances. An example would be a product supply conflict, caused by the ordering of an erroneous product, that would impact CRM-WSinstance and Billing-WSinstance. Finally, the last action to carry out in the conflict block is conflict-correction. It starts by suspending the composition specification progress, giving room for corrective actions



outcome-validation action in this block finalizes the solving strategy by confirming its success or failure and gives the control back to the conflict block. This is illustrated in Table 1. Table 1. Origin vs. impact of conflict Impact Global Local



Resource Distributed Distributed



Conflict Origin Application Distributed/Centralized Distributed



Strategic Centralized Centralized



4.3. Interaction as a coordination mechanism Interactions between Web services are of two types - vertical (between a composite Web service and its component Web services - via rely-on relation) and horizontal (between component Web services of the same composite Web service - via composition relation). In the following we discuss how coordination manifests itself per type of interaction using Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In both figures, plain lines denote interactions and dotted lines denote conflict detection and resolution operations. Conflict detection & resolution
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execution. This manifests itself in the exception block. This part is determined based on the conflict origin and conflict impact. The exception block gears the computational efforts towards the detected type of conflict. The first action to carry out in this block, is exception-establishment. It confirms the presence of a conflict by labeling the composition specification, either part or whole, as abnormal. This happens based on the outcome of executing the conflict-correction action in the conflict block. Next, the exception-propagation action in the exception block identifies the elements that are now affected by the exception. These elements are about the current active-step in the specification, the participating Web service instances, the pending messages between Web service instances, etc. These elements are extracted from I-contexts of the participating Web service instances following the execution of the conflict-classification action in the conflict block. Finally, the management block fixes the exception using either a centralized or distributed form of coordination. The first action to carry out in this block, namely management-initiation, begins the coordination work by selecting the appropriate solving strategy according to details obtained out of the exception-propagation action in the exception block. Here, distributed coordination is used if the conflict origin is at the resource or application level, regardless of the conflict impact. An example of the former is a wrong messaging format being used to send messages. Examples of the latter are: Web service instance not available (e.g., shipper not available) and error in a software application on which the Web service instance depends for its execution. Such conflicts can be resolved via horizontal interactions among the interacting Web service instances (see Section 4.3 for details). In such a situation, the composite Web service only sends its diagnosis to the Web service instances in conflict, which will form the basis for the appropriate horizontal interactions. Alternatively, centralized coordination is used if the conflict origin is at strategic level, regardless of the conflict impact. An example would be policy mismatches between interacting Web service instances that originate from different businesses. This would call for a radical redesign of the composition strategy of Web service instances. Such a conflict can only be resolved via vertical interactions between composite and component Web services (see Section 4.3 for details). This is initiated and controlled by the composite Web service. Between these two extremes are conflicts originating at the application level. In case the conflict impact is local, distibuted coordination is used; otherwise, centralized coordination is used. Next, the management-tracking action in the management block oversees the performance of the selected solving strategy in terms of executed actions, fixed conflicts, exchanged messages, etc. Finally, the management-



Figure 5. Coordination in vertical interactions In vertical interactions, a composite Web service has the authority to execute the following actions over a component Web service (Fig. 5): invite for joining composition, trigger for initiating execution, audit for tracking performance, and retract for replacing component (e.g., due to poor performance). Retract action is followed by invite action so, a suitable replacement to the retracted component Web service from the composition is identified and appended into the composition. Coordination in vertical interactions occurs at the composite Web service level. Conflict detection that triggers coordination is carried out in two different places. The first place highlights a component Web service that faces difficulties in completing its operations. A Web service could be put on hold for a long period of time due to occupied resources. As a result, the Web service notifies the composite Web service so, appropriate resolution actions can be taken. The notification is represented with feedback in Fig. 5. The second place of coordination highlights a composite Web service that can expect the occurrence of conflicts based on the feedbacks it receives from its component Web services. Thus, the composite Web service



decides to take actions prior to conflict occurrence. This shows a preventive strategy to conflict occurrence. In horizontal interactions, a Web service has the authority to carry out the following actions over another peer engaged in the same composition (Fig. 6): trigger for initiating execution and monitor for checking peer’s liveness. Monitor action is followed by trigger action to ensure that a Web service has effectively been triggered. There is no guarantee that a particular Web service is still available at time of request. Coordination in horizontal interactions occurs at the component Web services level. Conflict detection that triggers coordination is also carried out at the same level. When a component Web service instance identifies a conflict, it interacts with the component Web service that are part of this conflict. The number of these components varies from one to many, which can increase the complexity of resolving conflicts.
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Figure 7. Prototype architecture



and impact (affected Web services are Shipper-WS and Inv-Mgmt-WS). These are determined via a set of rules (Fig. 8 (b), Listing 1). The use of rules reflects the regulatory nature of the Web services framework. (a) Conflict indication from Shipper-WS to authority
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Figure 6. Coordination in horizontal interactions



5. Prototype The implementation of the coordination model of Fig. 4 required first mapping this model’s three blocks onto modules to implement. Fig. 7 depicts this mapping where two major modules are identified (rectangles with dashed lines): application and conflict coordination. On the one hand, the application module is about executing the participating B2B applications through their respective Web services, and monitoring and recording their exchanges so that conflicts can be detected and hopefully resolved. On the other hand, the conflict-coordination module is about conflict classification, conflict details propagation to the affected Web services, and conflict management strategy development. The illustration of the coordination model uses the purchase-order scenario. Two cases are considered: distributed-conflict management and centralized-conflict management. Case 1 assumes that Shipper-WS does not handle the products within the time committed to Inv-Mgmt-WS due to lack of trucks, thereby causing delays to shipment. Initially, Shipper-WS reports the conflict to the authority along with the following details on this conflict (Fig. 8 (a)): label, identifier, and description. Upon reception of this report, the authority classifies the conflict by determining its origin (resource), type (delivery delay),



Figure 8. Screen-shots of distributed-conflict management in purchase-order scenario



Afterwards, the authority suggests the appropriate conflict-management strategy using other appropriate rules. Here, the strategy is identified as distributed, which leads the authority to invite Shipper-WS to handle this conflict (Fig. 8 (c)). The authority notifies Customer-WS about the delay in shipping. Shipper-WS takes charge of the conflict and applies this strategy by first, communicating the different shipping times to Inv-Mgmt-WS. Later, Shipper-WS informs the authority about the conflict resolution following acceptance of one of the communicated times. Authority notifies the new shipping time to Customer-WS.



Listing 1. Rules for truck-unavailability conflict i f ( Reason == ” t r u c k −u n a v a i l a b i l i t y ” ) t h e n { i f ( ReportedWS == ” S o u r c e O f C o n f l i c t ” ) t h e n { Origin = ” Resource ” ; Impact = ” Local ” ; Type = ” S c h e d u l i n g C o n f l i c t ” ; R e s o l u t i o n = ” Change s h i p m e n t t i m e ” ; AffectedWebServices = findAffectedWS ( ) ;



TypeOfCoordination = ” D i s t r i b u t e d ”;} else { Origin = ” A p p l i c a t i o n ” ; Impact = ” Global ” ; Type = ” S c h e d u l i n g C o n f l i c t ” ; R e s o l u t i o n = ” Change WS” ; AffectedWebServices = findAffectedWS ( ) ; TypeOfCoordinati on = ” C e n t r a l i z e d ”;}}



Unlike Case 1, Case 2 assumes that Shipper-WS does not respond to shipping requests that originate from Inv-Mgmt-WS and Supplier-WS. Both Web services report the conflict to the authority. In Fig. 9-(a) and (b), the following details are shown: ”No Response from ShipperWS” conflict description along with the appropriate conflict label and identifier. Afterwards, the authority takes actions by classifying the conflict in terms of origin (application), type (scheduling conflict), and impact (affected Web services are Supplier-WS, Inv-Mgmt-WS and Shipper-WS) (Fig. 9-(c)). Unlike Case 1, however, this time a centralized conflict management is required (as per Listing 1). The new strategy consists of replacing the current Shipper-WS with Shipper-WSnew and seeking the acceptance of the new Web service to participate in the B2B application. (a) Conflict Indication from Inv-Mgmt-WS to the authority



(b) Conflict Indication from Supplier-WS to the authority



(c) Conflict Classification by the authority



Figure 9. Screen-shots of centralized-conflict management in purchase-order scenario



6. Conclusion In this paper, we discussed the important and still unresolved research issue of applications for modeling B2B scenarios among diverse businesses. Our proposed framework for B2B applications is built upon our previous findings on Web services, primarily, context-aware composition, policy-based management, and semantic mediation. Our framework proposes a 3-layer model comprising interconnectivity, composition and collaboration. Since conflicts among B2B participants could arise frequently, our framework also incorporates a conflict management approach, including conflict detection, classification and eventually correction. In addition, we demonstrated the working of our framework via a prototype implementation. Future work would involve scaling up the prototype, demonstrating it on larger real-life examples, and investigating more formal rule-based approaches for conflict management. Another future work would consist of framing conflict management strategies according to those interorganizational patterns reported in [12].
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